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Developing mixed-reality (MR) experiments is a challenge as there is a wide

variety of functionality to support. This challenge is exacerbated if the MR

experiment is multi-user or if the experiment needs to be run out of the lab. We

present Ubiq-Exp - a set of tools that provide a variety of functionality to

facilitate distributed and remote MR experiments. We motivate our design and

tools from recent practice in the field and a desire to build experiments that are

easier to reproduce. Key features are the ability to support supervised and

unsupervised experiments, and a variety of tools for the experimenter to

facilitate operation and documentation of the experimental sessions. We

illustrate the potential of the tools through three small-scale pilot

experiments. Our tools and pilot experiments are released under a

permissive open-source license to enable developers to appropriate and

develop them further for their own needs.
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1 Introduction

Mixed-reality (MR) systems are a very active area of commercial exploitation.

However, despite research on these systems beginning over 30 years ago Ellis (1991),

there is still a huge design space to consider. For example, the recent rapid expansion of

consumer virtual reality (VR) has led to many innovations in 3D user interface design

Steed et al. (2021), and the increasing interest in social uses has led to many commercial

systems exploring the telecollaboration space (e.g. Singhal and Zyda (1999); Steed and

Oliveira (2009)).While these systems have interesting designs and features, there are still a

lot of challenges to improve the overall usability and accessibility of MR.

Despite the availability of good toolkits to build MR content, building experimental

systems to explore the design space is time-consuming. While building an interactive

demonstration of an interesting design or interaction pattern might not be that time-

consuming, evolving the system and tooling to be stable enough to run controlled

experiments is significantly more difficult. There are several challenges with the system,

such as the overall interaction design, implementing metrics and logging, data gathering
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such as questionnaires, and providing standardised experimental

protocols. There are also challenges in the deployment of

experiments. For example, even within a laboratory, making

sure that the experimenter has good visibility of the actions of

the participant requires extra support in the system, such as

rendering a third-person view. More challenging is the recent

push, both as COVID-19 mitigation and also to diversify

participant pools, to run experiments ‘in the wild’ and thus

out of the direct control of the experimenter.

In this paper, we describe Ubiq-Exp - a set of tools,

demonstrations, and conventions that we have developed to

facilitate distributed experiments. At its core is a distributed

system based on Ubiq, which is a toolkit for building distributed

MR systems Friston et al. (2021). Ubiq comprises a Unity

package and associated services. It is key to the utility of our

system because it is open-source under a permissive license.

Experimenters can set up their own system to have total control

over data flows and easily configure the system to meet national

legislation or local policy about data protection. To facilitate

distributed experiments across multiple sites, we have added

functionality for distributed logging, management of

participants, and recording and replay of sessions while

online. In addition, we have added features that are useful for

experiment design, such as a flexible questionnaire system that

includes prototypes of several popular MR questionnaires, tools

to utilise the Microsoft Rocketbox avatars, and tools to analyse

log files in external systems such as MATLAB and Excel.

Although the demonstrations in this paper are all virtual

reality examples, Ubiq supports MR systems, and one of the

experiments we report later has been ported to a mixed AR/VR

setup.

We demonstrate Ubiq-Exp through three pilot experiments.

The first is a single-user experiment that exploits distributed

logging functionality. This is a common case of moving an

experiment out of the laboratory. To the experiment designer,

who has access to a running Ubiq server, the relevant tooling to

keep distributed logs is a one-line command on the server and a

small change to any existing console-style logging. The second

experiment is a two-person experiment that involves

collaborative and competitive puzzle solving. Since the

hypothesis of the study is unconscious use of body

positioning, a key aspect was the ability of the experimenter

to act as an invisible third participant, while recording the session

so that the two experimental participants could then re-observe

their actions and talk aloud about them. The third experiment is a

three-person experiment. This needs the experimenter tomanage

more activities, so this experiment exercises features to manage

inter-personal awareness and stage-manage the activities of

participants.

Ubiq-Exp is not prescriptive about how experiments should

be implemented in terms of allocation of conditions, participants

identifiers, automation of phases and trials, etc. Our starting

point with Ubiq-Exp is that the experimenters should be

primarily concerned with how to implement their experiment

based on their own practice, conventions and perhaps their own

code. However they can use Ubiq-Exp to facilitate the remote and

distributed experiment modes. Having said this, our three pilot

studies give examples of how we managed these issues in

different ways. In particular, Experiment 1 is an autonomous

experiment with three factors (eight conditions), with several

scenes, two of which contain questionnaires, one a results table.

This Unity project can act as a template for future developers.

Ubiq-Exp is released under a permissive open-source license

(Apache). It can be re-used as required, even for commercial

purposes. As far as possible, all three of the experiments

presented are also released as open-source. Licensed assets

cannot be shared, but the documentation includes instructions

for how to purchase and include any required assets (e.g. FinalIK

for avatar animation, but also some graphics and sound assets).

As such, we hope these tools help other researchers realise their

experimental systems more easily.

The contributions of our paper and Ubiq-Exp are as follows:

• We provide a breakdown of the tools required to do

distributed and remote experiments.

• We described specific implementation of certain features

that support a broad range of experiments. We explain how

these features are hard to support on commercial

platforms.

• Three demonstrations of the toolkits that illustrate the

types of experiment that are possible.

• The source code to these three experiments serves both to

reproduce our work, and to serve as templates for future

experiments.

2 Related work

2.1 Experimental VR platforms

Early VR platforms (e.g., Reality Built For Two Blanchard

et al. (1990)) were supplied with monolithic software systems

that provided a deep stack of functionalities, from device

management through graphics rendering to multi-user

support. Thus, experimental systems were tightly bound to the

hardware and software platforms provided by vendors. While

open-source systems such as VRJuggler Bierbaum et al. (2001)

were successful in providing a platform to port software to

different hardware configurations, they were difficult to access

for non-programmers.

While we do not know of a definitive survey, we are confident

in predicting that in recent years, the majority of development of

MR systems for research has moved on to game-development

systems such as Unity or Unreal. These systems have broad

support for different platforms and graphics architectures.

Further, in recent years they have accumulated drivers and
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supporting software for a wide variety of 3D interaction devices,

including modern MR systems.

A relatively new class of web-focused engines can support

WebGL and sometimes WebXR contexts. For example,

Babylon.js1 is an open source web rendering engine with

support for WebXR. PlayCanvas is a game engine that

targets HTML52. It also supports WebXR. While one could

build experiments for these or similar platforms, their web

deployment context does imply some restrictions, such as

having to work with the JavaScript sandbox in the browser,

and the page-based security model meaning that some

functionality such as interfacing to peripherals is harder. A

recent survey indicates a preference for Unity amongst

researchers Radiah et al. (2021). Our own tools have used

Unity for reasons we discuss later. In the Conclusion, we

return to discuss the potential for developing WebXR support

in our Ubiq-Exp framework.

There are emerging tools that support particular classes of

experiments, such as behavioural experiments based on

psychology Brookes et al. (2020) or neuroscience Juvrud et al.

(2018) protocols. Ubiq-Exp focuses more on the support of more

consumer content-like experiences, such as social VR or

experiments on 3D user interfaces. However, there is nothing

preventing its use with other types of experiments, so long as

Unity supports them.

Over the past few years, a number of tools have appeared

to facilitate experiments in MR. One class of tool provides

questionnaires within the experience Bebko and Troje (2020);

Feick et al. (2020). These are usable and effective

Alexandrovsky et al. (2020), partly because they do not

disrupt the participant’s continued experience in the MR by

causing a break in presence Putze et al. (2020); Slater and

Steed (2000). Ubiq-Exp has a tool for generating in-world

questionnaires, see Section 4.2. Another type of tool that

several research teams have developed is a record and

replay tool, described in Section 2.3.

2.2 Social MR and toolkits

The origins of networked and social VR systems can be found

in game and simulation technologies Singhal and Zyda (1999);

Steed and Oliveira (2009). While early immersive systems were

often set up with multi-user facilities (e.g. Reality Built For Two

Blanchard et al. (1990)), numerous early studies focused on

desktop VR systems Damer (1997); Churchill and Snowdon

(1998). Early social VR systems were often purpose-built with

a focus on the network technology that would be required to

allow such systems to be deployed outside of the academic

networks of the times (e.g., DIVE Carlsson and Hagsand

(1993) or MASSIVE Greenhalgh and Benford (1995)). Various

researchers have continued the technical exploration of

distributed systems Latoschik and Tramberend (2011); Steed

and Oliveira (2009), but much of the user experience work

has migrated to commercial platforms.

Research on the user experience of social VR systems takes

several forms, from focused experiments through to

longitudinal studies Schroeder (2010). A particular focus

has been the experience of being together with other

people, or social presence Biocca et al. (2003); Oh et al.

(2018). Particular aspects of interest from user-interface

and development points of view are how the representation

of the user as avatar leads to natural non-verbal behaviour

Fabri et al. (1999); Yee et al. (2007) and how the users react to

different avatar representations Pan and Steed (2017);

Latoschik et al. (2017); Moustafa and Steed (2018);

Freeman et al. (2020); Dubosc et al. (2021).

In the past couple of years, many commercial social VR

platforms have been developed. Schulz’s blog lists over 160 at the

time of writing Schulz (2021). These systems support a wide

variety of avatar and interaction styles, see reviews in

Kolesnichenko et al. (2019); Jonas et al. (2019); Tanenbaum

et al. (2020); Liu and Steed (2021).

2.3 Logging and replay systems

The generation of user experiences in immersive MR

systems requires tracking of the user, and this data can

provide a useful source of information for future analysis.

This might be recorded alongside voice, to provide data

assets for creating novel experiences that involve replay of

previous sessions Greenhalgh et al. (2002); Morozov et al.

(2012). Alternatively, it might be recorded with other multi-

modal data Friedman et al. (2006); Steptoe and Steed (2012) in

documented formats so that it can be shared with multiple,

analysts. For example, Murgia et al. Murgia et al. (2008),

analysed and visualised patterns of eye-gaze in three-way

social settings. Particularly promising areas of exploitation of

log files are their use to enable after-action review Raij and Lok

(2008) or summarisation of experiences Ponto et al. (2012).

Recently Wang et al. explored how participants could relive

social VR experiences in different ways Wang et al. (2020). The

goal was to facilitate a better joint understanding of the previous

experience. In contrast, Büschel et al. visualise previous track

logs from mixed-reality experiences in order to garner insights

into log files as a whole Büschel et al. (2021). Ubiq-Exp includes

functionality to log multi-user experiences and currently

focuses on replaying in real time within a multi-user context,

see Section 4.2. Visualisation of whole log files is part of

future work.

1 https://www.babylonjs.com/.

2 https://playcanvas.com/.
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2.4 Distributed XR experiments

Recently, some researchers have moved toward running

studies out of the laboratory or ‘in the wild’ Steed et al.

(2016); Mottelson and Hornbæk (2017). The COVID-19

pandemic has forced a lot of work to be done remotely Steed

et al. (2020). There is a rapidly growing body of knowledge about

the potential advantages and disadvantages of remote studies

Steed et al. (2021); Ratcliffe et al. (2021); Zhao et al. (2021).

A recent paper by Saffo et al. examines the possibilities of

running experiments on social VR platforms Saffo et al. (2021).

However, the amount of precise control the experimenter has

over the experiment is limited as social VR platforms do not

typically provide for much end-user scripting. In particular, this

limits the experimenter’s ability to export data. Further, the use of

such platforms might not be allowable under local ethical rules or

data protection laws. Williamson et al. modified the Mozilla

Hubs (Mozilla Corporation, 2022) system to export data

Williamson et al. (2021). Being open source, this is a potential

platform on which to develop experiments, but it is a complex

software stack with the client built around web standards. This

means that the development process is not as straightforward as

the current game-engine-based tools which include integrated

development environments with support for key development

activities. As noted in Section 2.1 other web technologies are

gaining traction, but at the moment most VR content is

distributed as native applications and thus is it natural to

support native applications as a first stage. Ubiq-Exp aims to

simplify the construction of social MR experiments by enabling

key functionality without much additional coding.

3 Requirements for remote and
distributed experiments

3.1 Styles of experiment

Our main aim with Ubiq-Exp is to support the running of

distributed and remote experiments. Radiah et al. (2021) provide

a useful framework for considering remote studies. They focus on

the means by which participants are recruited, and then how the

experimental software is supplied to the participants. These are

key issues in remote XR experiments. It is usually expected that

the participants have access to VR or AR devices, but software

distribution is still a problem. Ubiq-Exp targets the development

of full applications. This is by design: as discussed in Section 2.1

and Section 2.4, we consider that a large segment of the

anticipated MR experiments cannot be developed and

distributed on commercial platforms. The reasons for this

include the fact that platforms do not allow the necessary

customisations to the user experience, the client or server

software do not allow export of data for security reasons, or

the platform’s data processing policies might be opaque. Further,

reproducibility of experiments on commercial platforms is

limited, whereas with Ubiq-Exp and similar tools, there is

potentially the option of releasing the full source code. This is

one motivation for making Ubiq-Exp open source. Thus, any

application built with Ubiq-Exp would need to be distributed

directly (e.g. downloadable zip files or APKs), or using a third-

party distribution service (e.g. Steam, Google Play, or SideQuest).

Given that the participant has access to the software, there are

still many styles of experimental design. We identify four styles of

experiment that we summarise in Table 1 and describe below.

If we consider single-participant, in-person experiments, we

see that there is the need for both supervised, single participant

and unsupervised, single participant modes. That is, whether an

experimenter needs to be online or not at the same time. In a

supervised mode, we might want the experimenter to have

observation abilities, i.e., that they can remotely watch what

the participant is doing through the collaboration software, as

they might do during an in-lab experiment. Video observation of

participants might be required. If needed, it can be supported by

Microsoft Teams, Zoom or a similar tool. Our own local ethics

practice is to not collect video of remote participants unless

strictly necessary and thus is it not a primary requirement for

Ubiq-Exp. It would probably require a second device to be

included within the participant’s setup and this might be

tricky to support within the same technical system. In a

supervised mode, the experimenter can also have control over

the experiment. For example, to set conditions and progress the

experiment, or even to run a Wizard of Oz-style experiment

where they have significant controls over behaviours of objects in

the environment. This mirrors the way in which an experimenter

might use a keyboard or other device to interact with the software

for an in-person experiment. For example, in our own lab it is

common to run experiments from within the Unity Editor

directly provided it does not affect the speed and

responsiveness of the application. Once running, the

experimenter still has access to the editor, and optionally a

view of the scene. Thus they might use a keyboard, in-view

scene controls (e.g. on screen button), or even set values or use

buttons directly in the Unity property editor sheets.

In unsupervised mode, the experiment must be self-

contained and run without intervention from the

experimenter. Such applications require more effort to build

because they need to include full instructions, deal with failure

cases, unexpected user behaviour, etc. For example, the software

must be able to deal with participants being interrupted while

doing the experiment and thus pausing the software.

If the experiment involves multiple users, we can similarly

identify supervised, multi participant and unsupervised, multi

participant experiments. For a supervised experiment, the

experimenter might want the option of being embodied in the

scene. We anticipate that the experimenter might need additional

functionality such as the ability to make themselves invisible and

manage the participants. We can also envisage unsupervised
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multi participant experiments, which needs some mechanisms to

manage participant connections automatically.

3.2 Requirements

In order to run a remote or distributed experiment we need

certain features from the underlying platform. We assume that

any technical platform chosen should support some basic

features of building MR content, such as support for common

XR devices and features to support networking.

For example, if the users are co-located physically but using

independent MR systems and all measures are done outside the

experience itself, then few features are needed other than basic

social VR connectivity. However, many experiments have

additional requirements, especially in the remote and

distributed scenarios we are interested in. Thus we will

describe requirements for remote and distributed experiments

and indicate whether these are fully supported in Ubiq already or

require feature extensions to Ubiq. Examples of fully-

implemented demonstrations are also very valuable, so we will

also indicate whether we have demonstrations of this type of

functionality. Table 2 summarises the requirements and matches

these against the styles of experiment we identified in Section 3.1.

It also summarises for reference back from Sections 5, 6, and 7,

which of our demonstrations emphasises these requirements and

the implied features.

3.2.1 R1: Collaborative environment
A key feature of supervised experiments is that users and

experimenters need to communicate in real-time by controlling

avatars, talking, and interacting with objects. We expect that any

platform chosen would have these features built in, or provide

functionality for adding these features.

TABLE 1 Key functionality for different experimental types in distributed and remote MR experiments. 1P refers to single participant, and 2 + P to
multi-participant.

Style Key Functionality

Super, 1P Single participant can take part in experiment. Experimenter is able to supervise and optionally present to the user. Logs should be
recorded locally.

UnSuper, 1P Single participant runs experiment independently. No experimenter control, but log is captured.

Super, 2 + P Multiple participants can be coordinated in a single session by the experimenter. Experimenter is able to control the session,
observe and optionally present to the users. Logs should be recorded locally.

UnSuper, 2 + P Multiple participants are automatically marshalled into sessions. No experimenter control, but logs are captured.

TABLE 2 Requirements for the four styles of experiment identified and the three pilot experiments.

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9

Collaborate Rendezvous Logging Record&Replay Manage Lobby Avatar Metrics Video

Style

Super, 1P ? ✓ ? ✓ ? ? ?

UnSuper, 1P ✓ ✓ ? ? ? ? ?

Super, 2 + P ✓ ? ✓ ? ? ?

UnSuper, 2 + P ✓ ? ✓ ? ✓ ? ? ?

Ubiq-Exp

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X

Pilot Study

Bar ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Jigsaw ✓ ✓ ✓
Poster ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Note that features are necessary (✓) unless otherwise indicated. Features are categorised as being supported by Core Ubiq or Ubiq-Exp, with additional requirements for the pilot

experiments described later. A ‘?’ indicates that the features are only optional in the different styles of experiment. See Section 4.2.7 for discussion of cell marked ‘X’.
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3.2.2 R2: Rendezvous
By Rendezvous, we refer to the process of discovering and

negotiating access to other peers on a network. Any platform

would need to have procedures for connecting to other users.

Examples including hard-coding a rendezvous into the

applications, supplying something such as a URL to users to

connect, or giving clear instructions on how to reach the

destination, such as giving a room name. Even the Super 1P

and UnSuper 1P styles of experiment need to be able to connect

to a logging service (see R3 below) or service that manages the

experiments (see R5).

3.2.3 R3: Logging
In almost all user studies, some logging is necessary to

validate the experiment protocol, capture appropriate metrics,

and ensure participants engaged with the task. In a face to face

experiment, some of these tasks can be performed by an

experimenter observing the participant or manually saving

data from different processes. In the distributed and remote

situation, this should be facilitated on the network. There is an

alternative which is to log data locally and have participants

return devices or manually upload data. Manual upload adds

additional risk to the experiment, partly because the instructions

might not be straightforward, and it still requires a network

service to be available. There are potential data protection issues,

such as users resorting to insecure methods such as emailing the

data. Therefore, we would like to enable remote data logging in

asynchronous situations where the experimenter is not online. In

the case of a synchronous experiment, then local logging from the

experimenter’s side might be sufficient, but the logging service

should ideally be flexible enough to accommodate different

logging strategies.

3.2.4 R4: Record and replay
As discussed in Section 2.3, the ability to record and replay

sessions has significant value in specific experimental settings.

This goes beyond logging in that we want to recreate the

behaviour of elements of the scene’s evolution over time. We

want to be able to record the movement and state change of parts

of the environment including avatars, and optionally replay

them. For example, our later pilot experiment in Section 6

records data and then replays it to participants to solicit their

reflections on their activities. Replays can also be useful for the

experimenter to observe from different viewing positions, or even

take the viewpoint of one of the participants.

3.2.5 R5: Scene management
By scene management we refer to the ability of a process or

experimenter to manage the experiment by controlling aspects of its

behaviour, including some properties of the representations of users.

This can includemanaging where participants are located, activating

behaviours or scripts, and muting or un-muting players.

3.2.6 R6: Lobby system
By Lobby System, we refer to the ability to automatically

place users in certain sized groups (pairs, triples, etc.). While a

Rendezvous mechanism connects users together, a lobby system

would put users into smaller logical groups. In synchronous

experiments, the experimenter could manage the peer groups

directly. For the asynchronous situation, we add the

requirements for a lobby system that operates much like

similar systems in games: as participants join the system, they

are batched up into groups based on a criteria, usually just the

number of participants, and split off into a separate group.

3.2.7 R7: Avatar options
In social MR experiments, it might be very important to

control the types of avatar that each user has available and to

provide options for this.

3.2.8 R8: Questionnaires
The platform should support the distributed and remote use

of simple measures such as questionnaires. While this seems

relatively straightforward if the platform allows authoring of new

content, there are specific issues, such as supporting independent

use of multiple users and remote logging.

3.2.9 R9: Video
In some remote and distributed experiments it would be

advantageous to have live video of the participant to enable direct

help in synchronous experiments or for subsequent analysis. In

some situations it might be useful to have video from the cameras

mounted on a HMD, in which case it is possible that the same

client software that the participant uses to run the experiment

might stream the software. However, often it would be more

useful to have a camera that observes the user from a distance.

This would probably involve a second device being used, such as

the participant’s smartphone or laptop. Use of such features

needs careful consideration given privacy concerns around video

especially in remote situations where the participant might be in

their home environment.

3.3 Platform analysis

Before describing how Ubiq and Ubiq-Exp fulfil some of the

requirements identified, we give an overview of how such

requirements might be implemented on some existing

platforms. A longer discussion can be found in Table 3.

First we can identify a large group of commercial social VR

platforms, as discussed in Section 2.2. For the experiment

designer, a key feature of such platforms is that they have

large user bases already. This could be a pro or a con

depending on the population being studied: if the study is

concerned with practical use of such systems, this may be a
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pro but we should expect users recruited through the platform to

be biased positively towards that platform. If the study needs a

more general population, then the current users of any specific

platform might not be representative. These commercial

platforms tend to support some editing of worlds, but these

are not comprehensive in the same way that game toolkits or

editors are. The specific assets that can be used might be

restricted and the opportunities to write scripts and control

behaviour of objects might be limited. These restrictions and

limitations are partly to maintain the security of the platform

and ensure a good experience for all users. For commercial

platforms key issues are that the architecture of the system is

closed, so certain features, such as logging of data or control

over lobby system are not possible. In Table 3 we highlight

four popular systems, Rec Room (Rec Room, 2022), VRChat

(VRChat Inc., 2022), AltSpaceVR (Microsoft, 2022) and

Spatial (Spatial Systems Inc. 2022). There is not space in

this article to cover their full features and potential for

supporting experiments. However, we note that of these,

VRChat does support a range of avatar customisation that

could support R8. Spatial supports web browsers and certain

AR devices directly, so has broader support than the other

platforms. We refer the reader to other surveys that could

identify specific features that are important to particular

experiments Kolesnichenko et al. (2019); Jonas et al.

(2019); Tanenbaum et al. (2020); Liu and Steed (2021).

TABLE 3 Analysis high-level and low-level platforms against general requirements of building experiment content and the specific requirements of
distributed and remote experiments.

General Social and Development Features

Editing/Flexibility User
Accounts

Audience Architecture Devices Data
Control

High Level Platforms

Rec Room L Y Y Fixed M N

VRChat L Y Y Fixed M N

AltSpaceVR L Y Y Fixed M N

Spatial L Y Y Fixed M+ N

Mozilla Hubs M N U Semi-Flexible M Y

Ubiq-Exp H N N Flexible H Y

Low Level Platforms

Unity H N N Flexible H B

Unreal H N N Semi-Flexible H B

WebXR M N U Flexible M B

Experiment Requirements

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9

Collaborate Rendezvous Logging Record&Replay Manage Lobby Avatar Metrics Video

High Level Platforms

Rec Room Y Y N N N N M N N

VRChat Y Y N N N N H N N

AltSpaceVR Y Y N N N N M N N

Spatial Y Y N N N N M N N

Mozilla Hubs Y Y B B B B+ H B B

Ubiq-Exp Y Y Y Y Y Y M+ B+ B

Low Level Platforms

Unity B B B B B B B B B

Unreal Y B B B B B B B B

WebXR B B N B B B B B B

By high-level we refer to platforms targeted at generating social MR experiences. By low-level we refer to more general toolkits for building MR systems. Aside from ‘Y’/‘N’ indicating

support for this feature, ‘B’ implies that such a feature could be built, ‘L’, ‘M’ and ‘H’ indicate low, medium or high level of support for this feature and ‘U’ indicates that although a

permanent audience does not exist, the platform can be accessed directly by a URL. For the architecture column, “Semi-Flexible” indicates that the platforms allows for reconfiguration, but

enforces certain configuration, where as ‘Flexible’ indicates that the experimenter has several choices over potential architecture. A qualifier ‘+’ means that the platform has enhanced

support for this requirement compared to other platforms.
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Next we identify WebXR and Mozilla Hubs as technologies

that support distribution via web browsers. WebXR is a relatively

low-level technology, so in Table 3 we indicate that certain

features can be developed and that the platform has the

necessary APIs. We noted in Section 2.1 that toolkits are

emerging that support more complex social demonstrations.

Mozilla Hubs is a complete social VR system, with front-end

client and back-end server support. While scenes can be built and

run on existing services provided by Mozilla and others, because

the front-end and back-end are both open source they can be

deployed by an experimenter in a way that ensures that data

capture can be secure and compliant with data protection

requirements. While WebXR itself does not directly provide

any of the features we identify for remote and distributed

experimenters, it should be clear that they could be

implemented, as Mozilla Hubs demonstrates several of them.

The downside of using Mozilla Hubs itself is that it is relatively

complex and while there is a scene editor, the platform does not

support the general flexibility of scene creation that popular game

engines do. Thus together, WebXR and Mozilla Hubs indicate

that there is the potential to build a platform that supports our

requirements, but that this has not emerged so far. For work that

needs novel devices (e.g. external biosensors), needs access to

more control over rendering (e.g. for foveated rendering) or

needs access to multiple processors, a platform such as Unity or

Unreal is an advantage.

Finally, we identify Unity and Unreal as platforms that could

be used to develop systems fulfilling all the requirements. The key

difference is that Unreal has a networking model built in, while

Unity offers a few options for building networking, including

commercial solutions such as Photon. The paper introducing

Ubiq goes into a deeper analysis of such platforms Friston et al.

(2021).

As regards Ubiq-Exp we note that being based on Unity, it

inherits the basic editing capabilities of that platform. Ubiq does

impose specific choices on how the networking works, but does

not constrain how servers and peers are connected and deployed.

4 Ubiq-exp design and
implementation

4.1 Ubiq system

We use the Ubiq system which is an open-source toolkit for

building social mixed-reality systems Friston et al. (2021). It is

designed to fulfil requirements that are often ignored in

commercial platforms, either because they do not align with,

or in some cases actively conflict with, the goals of these

platforms. These include characteristics relevant to distributed

experiments. For example, Ubiq is fully open source. Users can

easily create their own deployments, and have full control over

the data flow for data protection considerations or to ensure a

certain level of quality of network service. Ubiq is designed to

work primarily with Unity, making available all of Unity’s

functionality for building experiments.

Ubiq is built around a messaging system and a core set of

services, and comes with a small number of complete examples.

Ubiq includes support for session and room management,

avatars, voice chat, and object spawning. It includes a fully

functional social VR application example. Ubiq follows

Unity’s Component-based programming model, making it

familiar to Unity users who may not have networking

experience. Users can build their own networked objects by

implementing an interface that allows them to exchange

messages between instances of a Unity Component class. All

Ubiq services are implemented separately. Users can begin to

build experiments by modifying the main sample scene. They can

add and remove support for different services by adding and

removing Prefabs and Components from the scene.

Communication is based on a logical multi-cast model: when

an object transmits a message, it is received by every other object

in the network that shares the object’s identity. This happens at

the messaging level, so objects do not need to know explicitly

about other objects. For rendezvous and relay over the network, a

lightweight server is included. This server includes the concept of

rooms allowing different groups of peers to join their own

sessions. A room is effectively a list of peers that can interact.

When peers are in a group together, the server will forward all

messages between them. Where connections will only ever be

uni-cast, for example voice channels, direct peer-to-peer

connections are made.

Another feature of Ubiq that is particularly useful for

developers is that the system is fully operational in a desktop

environment. This means that all the functionalities of Ubiq or

Ubiq-Exp (e.g. questionnaires, see Section 4.2.6) are available in

the editor or a desktop client. Ubiq supports a broad range of

consumer VR hardware. Recently we added support for various

AR devices, including HoloLens and Magic Leap.

Ubiq itself meets requirements R1 and R2.

4.2 Features

Ubiq-Exp extends Ubiq APIs, adds new example scenes, and

implements a new network service. The following features are

included in Ubiq-Exp: distributed logging; record and replay;

scene and user management; lobby system; avatars; and

questionnaires. These satisfy requirements R3 through R8.

4.2.1 Distributed logging
Ubiq-Exp includes an event logging subsystem. To log

events, users create objects (emitters) that have familiar

methods, e.g. Log (), to record events. Emitters are lightweight

and can be created per-Component, avoiding the need to

maintain references between objects. One peer in the group
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has a LogCollector object. This receives all events, from all

emitters, across all peers, and is responsible for writing them

to disk or third-party service. The logging system automatically

serialises arbitrary arguments and outputs structured logs

(JSON), allowing easy ingestion by platforms such as Python/

Pandas or MATLAB. Logs can be tagged with a type to

distinguish between, e.g. diagnostics, status reports or

experimental data. Records with different tags are written to

different files.

One use case is for an experimenter to have a special build of

an application with a LogCollector, or add the LogCollector

directly to a running Unity Editor instance, allowing them to

receive all the logs for an experiment they are monitoring as it

happens. We call this local logging. Alternatively, Ubiq-Exp also

includes a LogCollector-as-a-Service sample to support remote

logging. This is a standalone service implemented in Node.js that

connects to a Ubiq server. It automatically collects all the logs for

a specific room. This is useful for the asynchronous experiment

modes.

The distributed logging has been integrated into the core

Ubiq system so there are no additional installation steps beyond

including the Ubiq.Logging namespace. Users should add the

LogCollector Component to at least one scene that will be a

member of the experiment room. The social sample scene

contains a LogCollector which can be activated via a button

in the Editor, or programmatically. So long as one Peer contains

an activated LogCollector users can create and use LogEmitter

instances anywhere in their code. Subclasses of LogEmitter that

write different types of logs are provided as a convenience.

4.2.2 Record and replay
The record and replay feature intercepts and replays

incoming and outgoing Ubiq network messages. This means

everything that is networked can also be recorded.

Messages are captured and buffered in the NetworkScene, the

interface in Ubiq between Components and underlying Peer

connections. Components register with a NetworkScene and

receive a NetworkContext object which holds an Object and

Component Id. When messages are sent over the network, the

NetworkScene makes sure that they are received by the correct

Component Friston et al. (2021).

A message is a byte array that contains an Object and

Component Id followed by the original networked message.

The Recorder gathers all messages that are received in one

frame in a MessagePack which stores additional information

such as pack size and individual message sizes and writes this

data to a binary file.

To replay the recording, the information from the metadata

file is loaded to create the recorded objects from a list of available

prefabs using Ubiq’s NetworkSpawner, which persistently

spawns and destroys objects across all clients. Object Ids in

recorded messages are manipulated to match the newly

created target’s Object Id. This ensures Components from the

newly created objects receive the recorded messages. Then, all the

previously recorded messages can be sent to the new object’s

designated Components. Thus, from a networking perspective, a

replayed object behaves no differently from any other networked

object in the scene.

Users can record in a Room and immediately replay the

previous recording using the Unity editor or while in VR using an

in-world record and replay UI. A replay can also be selected from

a list of previous replays that are automatically saved to Unity’s

persistent data directory in a ‘Recordings’ folder. Replays can be

paused and resumed, and it is possible to jump to different frames

in the replay. To distinguish replayed objects from normal

objects in the scene, the replayed objects can be rendered with

coloured outlines.

The feature also supports record and replay of WebRTC

audio. Whenever a peer joins a new Room, they establish a peer-

to-peer connection and the recorder intercepts and saves the sent

audio information to a separate binary file. During replay, the

audio data is loaded into a Unity AudioSource Component that is

added to each replayed avatar and plays back the audio.

The record and replay feature is not part of the core Ubiq

system but has been developed in a fork of the main Ubiq

repository. It is available as a code sample. The easiest way to

use the record and replay feature in custom projects is to build on

the existing code sample as the feature extends some of Ubiq’s

core components. This is to allow the recording and replaying of

various edge cases: Messages to and from the RoomClient are

intercepted to make it possible to record and replay users joining

and leaving rooms. It is also important to provide consistent

replays over the network for users that join a room with an

ongoing replay. Ubiq’s NetworkSpawner has been extended to

not only spawn but also un-spawn networked objects to simulate

joining and leaving of recorded avatars during replays.

4.2.3 Scene management
Ubiq-Exp provides tools to manage scenes and users. The

experimenter can use these tools to ease the management of

multi-participant studies. They are accessible in the Unity

Editor window. Customizable interfaces can be implemented

with Unity custom editors and can use OnSceneGUI widgets

to control the features. In the third demonstration experiment

(see Section 7), a scene management feature is used to load

different scenes (intro, task, and outro scenes) and to quit the

experiment. The user management features are used to control

the audibility and visibility of all connected users. The

audibility feature looks for each AudioSource object in the

active scene and changes its volume to 0 or 1 to mute/unmute

users. The visibility feature looks for each Avatar object in the

active scene and changes both its and its children objects’

layers to hide/unhide users. These tools are easily extendable

to provide other control and management functionality, as we

expose hints about which participants have different

capabilities or roles.
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This feature is available as an example script that can be

adapted to fit the experimental protocol and control mechanisms

that are desired.

4.2.4 Lobby system
In Ubiq, peers join others in rooms through shared secrets.

These are user friendly join codes that are dynamically created or

static GUIDs that are specified at design time. Usually, a player

creates a room and communicates the new room join code out of

band. However, for multi-participant asynchronous

experiments, with participants who do not already know each

other, it is necessary for the system to place participants together.

This can be done by Ubiq-Exp’s lobby system. An experimenter

can use the lobby system to support asynchronous experiments

where they themselves do not attend in person. For example, they

could schedule an experiment slot and invite any number of

participants to join, where participants would be grouped up and

moved to the new room as soon as a group is complete. We

bundle an example of this with Ubiq-Exp as a code sample. The

design of Ubiq allows the lobby system to be implemented

without server changes. Users need to add the Lobby Service

script to their scene. When enough users are in a room, the users

are invited to move to a new room together, emptying the old

room and freeing space for new users to join.

Neither of our multi-user demonstrations in this paper used

the lobby server, as the experiments were pilots and the respective

experimenters needed to be online to manage the sessions.

However, as noted in Section 5, the lobby system would have

been useful even in the single person experiment, as two

individuals did run the experiment in over-lapping time

periods and thus the logging would have been more

straightforward if they had joined different rooms.

4.2.5 Avatars
Ubiq already provides cartoony avatars, see Figures 1E,F,H.

Ubiq-Exp provides examples on how to use the Microsoft

RocketBox avatars Gonzalez-Franco et al. (2020). These have

been rigged using the commercial FinalIK plugin. This plugin is

thus not included within our repository. Online, we provide

instructions on how to install the plugin and run the examples.

FIGURE 1
Images from the three experiments and environments. (A)One of the questions in the pre-questionnaire for the singer in the bar experiment. (B)
View of the male first-person sat avatar with tracked hands. (C) View of the singer. (D) Two example jigsaw puzzles that reveal the compound word
‘butterfly’. (E)One participant is using his body to shield the puzzle. (F) Two participants are watching their replays (avatars with yellow outlines) in VR.
(G) Example of the word-puzzle posters. (H) View of the participants’ and experimenter’s avatars. (I) A view of the same scenario, but using the
RocketBox avatars.
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Once the plugin is installed, Ubiq-Exp provides a Unity

prefab that can be imported into a scene. From a developer

point of view, this is a simple variant of the built-in Ubiq avatars.

At run time the prefab is spawned for each user. The head and

hand positions are automatically networked. The animation with

FinalIK is calculated on the receiving side, but the computational

cost is neglible.

The first example of use of this feature is in our first

demonstration experiment, see Section 5. The participant

should be seated for this experiment. On scene load, the user

is centred over the avatar’s root bone. FinalIK is used to animate

the upper body, bending the spine to match the current head

position, and arms to match hand trackers positions. The legs are

static. This example also demonstrates how to animate

RocketBox avatars with motion capture data.

The second example of this feature is in the environment

of the third demonstration experiment, see Section 7. The

pilot experiment described in Section 7 only uses the cartoony

avatars from Ubiq, but the experiment implementation was

extended to support the RocketBox avatars to enable a future

experiment, see Figure 1I. To enable the Rocketbox avatars we

use VRIK, the full body solver from the plugin FinalIK. The

camera and hand controllers are calibrated to fit the avatar

head and hands. The plugin has a procedural locomotion

technique to animate the feet. We extended the built-in Ubiq

avatar sharing mechanism to ensure the procedural animation

is deterministic at each site.

4.2.6 Questionnaires
Ubiq-Exp provides a demonstration functionality to create

immersive questionnaires. It provides the facility to read a

questionnaire specification from an XML file and present

multiple-choice questions and Likert scales. We include

functionality to dynamically select whether to show questions

based on previous question answers or experiment conditions.

We include optional functionality to allow navigation backwards

to change answers. We include functionality to trigger audio files

on specific questions. All answers are automatically logged, and if

distributed logging is enabled, these can be captured from

multiple sites by a log collector. See Figure 1A for a

screenshot of the questionnaire inside the first of our three

pilot studies. We provide examples of some common

questionnaires, including the SUS presence questionnaire

Slater et al. (1994), a questionnaire about co-presence Steed

et al. (1999), and an embodiment questionnaire Peck and

Gonzalez-Franco (2021).

We provide a Unity prefab that embeds the questionnaire

code. This can be instanced as required in the scene. The

developer would need to separately edit the XML file

specifying the questions, and add that and any audio assets to

the Unity project.

4.2.7 Video
Ubiq-Exp does not support video streaming. The main

reason for this is that our own ethics processes do not

sanction the capture of video of participants remotely unless it

is strictly necessary. If it were necessary then using a standard

tool such as Zoom or Teams would probably be preferred to

ensure security. It would be relatively straightforward to build a

Ubiq client that did support video streaming using WebRTC

standards, as we already demonstrate how to use audio streaming

with WebRTC.

5 Experiment 1: Singer in the bar

The first example experiment is an update of a study

previously developed for Samsung Gear VR and Google

Cardboard Steed et al. (2016). That demonstration only

supported three degrees of freedom (3DOF) head tracking, so

menu interaction was done by fixating on buttons. The re-

implementation supports 6DOF head and hand tracking. It is

an asynchronous single-person study that uses Ubiq-Exp’s

distributed logging facility to capture log files on a server.

5.1 Scenario

The scenario is the same as described by the study of Steed

et al. (2016). The participant watches a singer performing in a

bar, see Figure 1C. They are seated behind a table on which there

is a box. On the other side of the table there is a male spectator.

This spectator shuffles his chair repeatedly, and on the third

shuffle, the box falls onto the virtual knee of the participant, or

where their knee would be for conditions where there is not an

avatar. The bar scene lasts 170 s.

There are three binary factors that produce eight conditions:

whether or not the participant had a self-avatar (Body); whether

or not the singer faced the participant or sang towards an empty

part of the room (LookAt); and whether or not the singer asked

the participant to tap along to the beat (Induction).

5.2 Implementation

The application was developed for Oculus Quest 1 and 2. It

was implemented as a sequence of five scenes, one loading screen,

one informed consent and pre-questionnaire scene, the bar scene

itself, a post-questionnaire scene and a results scene. The Ubiq

network scene is enabled initially in the second scene if the user

allows data collection to ensure that the Ubiq server can be

contacted. If it cannot then data collection is disabled. The

application connects to a static Ubiq Room, but does not
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implement the multi-user functionality (these are logically

separate in Ubiq, see Friston et al. (2021)).

In the earlier version we had used the RocketBox avatars

under a commercial license. Since these have now been made

open source, we replaced the four avatars in the scenes with the

open source versions. Two of the avatars in the scene are driven

by animation sequences. For the self-avatar, we used one male

and one female version of the rigged avatars in the Ubiq-Exp

assets see Section 4.2.5. We disabled any leg animation and posed

the avatars in a sitting position. We then added an inverse-

kinematics chain to move the spine. This example would be

useful for anyone wanting to support sitting avatars.

We also used the Ubiq logging system to capture data. We set

up a logging service on the Ubiq server machine to record all

logged events. Once data collection is enabled, the application

logs participant head and hand movements at 1 Hz. It also logs

the questionnaire answers and condition flags, see below.

Most of the assets for this experiment are available open

source. Please contact the authors or see our website for

instructions on how to install or license three assets that are

commercial (FinalIK, some geometry assets for the bar scene, and

a license for the song recorded).

5.3 Measures and hypotheses

The participant completes a short pre-questionnaire before

they visit the bar scene. They then complete a longer post-

questionnaire after the bar scene. The same pre- and post-

questionnaires as Steed et al. (2016) are used. The pre-

questionnaire concerns game playing and VR experience. The

post-questionnaire has a selection of questions about presence

(Q1-Q4), reaction to the box falling (Q5-Q6), feeling as if the

hand disappeared (Q7) and embodiment (Q9-Q10). The other

questions are control questions. We hypothesise that: the Body

factor will lead to higher ratings of body ownership; the

Induction factor will lead to higher ratings of body ownership;

the LookAt factor will lead to higher ratings of self-reported

presence. These questionnaires are implemented using the

system described in Section 4.2.6.

5.4 Methods

A short advert was posted on various social media and also

on xrdrn.org. These participants were directed to a web page with

participant information and instructions to install the application

via the SideQuest tool. Participants were thus unsupervised.

Additionally, we invited students at UCL to take part in study

when they visited the laboratory. Such participants were shown

the web page with the participant information. No personally

identifying information was kept for in-person visitors.

Participants gave consent for data collection in the application

(see Figure 1A). No information was collected from participants

that refused data collection, but they could still experience the

scenario. Participants were not compensated.

5.5 Discussion and reflection

This study was a pilot trial that ran for 1 week. Of the

37 persons who started the application, 15 provided complete

sets of data, meaning that they completed the final questionnaire.

No data sets were excluded because the answers to the

questionnaires were not considered accurate (i.e. no

participant answered the same to all questions, nor completed

the questionnaire in < 20 seconds). The results are discussed

further in Supplemental Material in Section A.1.

The pilot trial was a success from a point of view of Ubiq-Exp.

The application was already well tested from the point of view of

the self-avatar kinematics. The logging worked as expected with

one flaw that has since been rectified. The logging capture system

would open a file when a user connected to a specific Room and

log all events for the Room in one file. We had one instance where

two client applications connected at the same time, causing one

file to merge two participants’ data. The logging system can now

create one log per participant rather than per room.

6 Experiment 2: Jigsaw puzzle task

The second example is based on a study by Pan et al. for HTC

Vive where dyads had to solve jigsaw puzzles collaboratively and

competitively inside VR with and without self-avatars to measure

their impact on trust and collaboration Pan and Steed (2017).

The study was run on Oculus Quest 1 and explores previous

observations made by Pan et al. during the jigsaw puzzle tasks. It

uses Ubiq-Exp’s record and replay feature to support qualitative

data collection.

6.1 Scenario

The scenario is similar to the one in the previous study Pan

and Steed (2017). In groups of two, participants have to solve two

jigsaw puzzles that spawn on two tables next to each other in an

otherwise plain virtual room. Each puzzle consists of 12 (4 × 3)

puzzle pieces and shows an image and a word that corresponds to

each other. The words on both puzzles form a compound word

that has to be found by the two participants. An example of two

such puzzles can be seen in Figure 1D. Every round starts with

the participants standing in front of a table each. Each group has

to find four compound words (eight puzzles) in four rounds. In

the first two rounds, they have to work together to find the word.

In the last two rounds, they are competing and have to figure out

the word before the other participant does. They do not need to
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finish the puzzles to guess the word. A compound word is

considered as found when one of the participants says it out

loud. Participants can walk freely in the area defined by the

guardian bounding box created by their Quest 1 or can teleport

using the controllers.

6.2 Implementation

The previous study by Pan et al. Pan and Steed (2017) used

Unity UNET for networking, whereas our re-implementation

uses Ubiq and the record and replay code sample. The jigsaw

puzzles from the previous study were created by a commercial

tool from the Unity Asset store Muhammad Umair Ehthesham

(2018) and did not have a 3D shape. For the re-implementation

an open-source script for Maya is used to create the 3D puzzle

pieces Puzzle Maker (2013). This example uses Ubiq’s floating

body avatars (see Figure 1E). The scene consists of an empty

room with two tables on which the puzzle pieces are spawned for

each participant. Ubiq’s floating body avatars are included in

recordings and replays by default as they are already in Ubiq’s

prefab catalogue from which the NetworkSpawner spawns them

during replays. Because we want to record the participants while

solving the jigsaw puzzles, the puzzle piece prefabs have to be

added to the prefab catalogue too. The puzzle pieces are

implemented as networked objects and as such their messages

are automatically recorded by the record and replay feature.

Later, they are replayed by spawning them using the stored

prefabs in the catalogue. The experimenter is present during the

tasks with an invisible avatar on the desktop to monitor the

participants in the Unity editor. A customUnity inspector is used

to spawn and un-spawn puzzles, to record the participants during

each trial and show them their replays afterwards.

All of the assets for this experiment are available open source

from the Ubiq website.

6.3 Measures and hypotheses

In their study, Pan et al. Pan and Steed (2017) observed post-

hoc that participants had been hiding information on puzzle

pieces from each other by using their avatar bodies to obstruct the

view. Based on this observation, we hypothesise that in our re-

implementation, people will also use their body as a shield to hide

information and we ask whether it is a behaviour that people are

aware of. In our experiment, after the four puzzle rounds,

participants watch a replay of their collaborative and

competitive puzzle tasks together in VR. While watching, they

are encouraged to comment on their replayed actions, behaviours

and potential strategies. Following the watching of the replay,

each group is interviewed about the replay experience. They are

asked the following two questions: “How did it feel seeing

yourself?” and “Did you recognise yourself in your behaviours?“.

The sharing and reliving of recorded experiences in VR has

been shown to be more engaging and informative than other

methods Wang et al. (2020) as it allows participants to move

around freely and discover new things they might have

overlooked previously. Motivated by this, the participants’

movements throughout the study were recorded using Ubiq’s

record and replay feature to gather behavioural data and to replay

it in front of the participants in VR to encourage discussion.

6.4 Methods

The participants were using an Oculus Quest 1 to perform

the puzzle tasks in VR. They were co-located and could talk to

each other freely. Once both in the virtual room, the participants

were shown how to teleport around and interact with the puzzle

pieces by showing them two example puzzles. The collaborative

task was then explained to them. The experimenter started the

recording of the collaborative rounds and spawned the first two

puzzles. When a participant said the correct compound word out

loud, the puzzles were unspawned and the next set of puzzles

spawned. This was repeated for a total of two collaborative

rounds. The same procedure was followed for the two

competitive rounds. After all four rounds, participants were

shown the replays of each round and prompted to discuss the

outcome. Questions were on each participant’s actions, thoughts,

and any other observations they had made about themselves or

the other participant. Afterwards, the participants could remove

their headsets, and short interviews were conducted to question

the participants about their experience with the record and replay

feature.

Participants took between 30 s and 2 minutes to find a

compound word. The total time with each group was between

15 and 20 min.

Throughout the puzzle rounds, the experimenter was present

in the virtual room via the Unity editor with an invisible avatar to

observe the tasks. The results are based on the behavioural data

from the record and replay and the short post-study interviews.

As a backup, the whole study was video recorded from the

experimenter’s view in the Unity editor. For the interview,

audio was recorded via a PS3 Eye microphone and a smartphone.

This was a pilot study running for 1 week at UCL with

20 participants. Emails were sent out to students at UCL to

participate in this study. Participants were added to a lottery to

win an Amazon voucher with a value of £20.

6.5 Discussion and reflection

The results are discussed further in Supplemental Material in

Section B.1.

The pilot study was used to test the functionality and

practicability of the record and replay feature for user studies.
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As a backup, the whole study was video recorded from the

experimenter’s view in the Unity editor. However, the backup

was not necessary as the recording worked flawlessly. When the

study was run, audio recording and replay was still under

development; instead audio was recorded via a PS3 Eye

microphone and a smartphone. Replaying the puzzle tasks to the

participants also worked as expected.We believe that the record and

replay feature is a practical tool that encourages participants to talk

in more detail about their own and their partner’s actions, to point

out specific actions to participants, and to gain a better

understanding of why participants are acting in certain ways. A

follow-up study on the effect of watching one’s own replay with

regards to reflections about previous actions would be of interest.

7 Experiment 3: Poster task

The third example is based on a study by Steed et al. (1999)

that investigated what happens when a small group of

participants meet to carry out a joint poster task in a virtual

environment. The original study involved three participants

simultaneously: two participants used a desktop system while

one participant used an immersive system employing a two

tracker Polhemus Fastrak, Virtual Research VR4 helmet and a

3D mouse with five buttons. In the re-implementation one

participant uses a desktop system with a 1280 × 1024 screen,

a 2Dmouse with three buttons and five buttons from a keyboard.

Two participants use an Oculus Quest 2.

7.1 Scenario

The scenario is similar to the initial study Steed et al. (1999). In

groups of three, participants collaborate on solving a word-puzzle

task in a virtual environment filled with office furniture from a

commercial asset Office Environment (2017). The virtual

environment has 15 posters arranged around the room. On each

of the posters there is a set of words, prefixed by a number. The goal

for the participants is to find and rearrange all the words with the

same number to form the completed sentences. There are

11 sentences to solve. Participants are given 15 min to complete

as many sentences as they can. A sentence is considered as found

when one of the participants says it out loud correctly.

In the initial study a group of strangers was recruited and

asked to perform a joint poster word-puzzle task twice: first, in

the virtual environment, and then in the real environment from

which the virtual one had been modelled. In the re-

implementation we recruited groups of three acquaintances.

The environment is big enough, and the sentences are

complicated enough for the participants to need to collaborate

to solve the task efficiently. Indeed, it would be difficult for one

participant alone to remember all the words in one sentence. An

example of the word puzzle posters can be seen in Figure 1G.

7.2 Implementation

The application was developed for Oculus Quest 2 and

desktop use. It was implemented as a sequence of two scenes.

In the first scene, participants enter a waiting room where

instructions are displayed. At that point they cannot see or

hear each other. The experimenter is in the same

environment, can see and hear all participants, and monitor

the experiment from the Unity Editor window. The experimenter

uses scene management an user feature management control

with the OnSceneGUI widgets. When it is confirmed that all

participants have connected to the Ubiq room and that they

understand the instructions, the experimenter loads the second

scene and enables the visibility and audibility parameters for all

participants. In the second scene participants collaborate on

solving the poster word-puzzle task.

The OnSceneGui widgets allow the experimenter to Mute

and Hide all participants (chosen by default when the experiment

starts). They also allow the experimenter to load the study scene,

automatically unmuting and unhiding all participants. Finally

the widgets allow the experimenter to end the application for all

participants.

We also use the Ubiq logging system to capture data. We

collect the distance travelled by each participant and the distance

between participants by logging participant head positions. We

also log which participant gives the answer to the word-puzzle

task. Participants are asked to shout out the answers by giving the

number of the sentence and completing it with the words they

found. When one answer is given, the experimenter logs which

participant answered, based on the color of the avatar. For this,

the experimenter uses the OnSceneGUI widgets.

This example uses Ubiq’s floating body avatars. The

participants all embody white-skinned avatars, with clothes

coloured red, orange and purple (see Figure 1H). The

experimenter is present during the tasks with an invisible

white-skined avatar with white clothes. In a later version of

this example we use Rocketbox avatars. Rocketbox avatars use

FinalIK commercial asset for full body animation.

Most of the assets for this experiment are available open

source from the Ubiq website. Please contact the author or see

our provide URL for instructions on how to install or license the

assets that are commercial (some office furniture assets, FinalIK

for the use of Rocketbox avatar).

7.3 Measures and hypotheses

The main measure is the responses to a post-study

questionnaire, which is reproduced in Supplemental Material.

Participants were asked to self-report presence, co-presence,

embodiment, and enjoyment of the task. They were also asked

to assess their own degree of talkativeness and whether they

considered themselves as the leader. We recorded which
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participant gave the answer to the puzzle task and the task

performance of each group.

In the original study it was suggested that the immersed

participant tended to emerge as a leader in the virtual group Steed

et al. (1999). Therefore, based on the initial study, we hypothesise

that immersed participants will be the leaders of the task. One

would be considered as leader of the task if self-rating of

talkativeness and leadership were higher than other group

members.

As this is a pilot study, we are also interested in observations

of group behaviour around this task.

7.4 Methods

On arrival at the experimental lab, the three participants were

given a consent form, information sheet, task, and navigation

instructions. They completed a pre-study questionnaire with

demographic and social anxiety questions. These

questionnaires are reproduced in Supplemental Material.

When the participants entered the virtual environment, they

were given instructions again in the virtual environment and

started the task if they had no other questions. Participants were

asked to collaborate on solving as many word-puzzles as they

could, in the order of their choice.

Immersed participants could walk freely in the area defined

by the guardian bounding box created by the Oculus Quest 2, by

using the joystick or the teleportation button of the controllers.

Non-immersed participants could navigate the environment

using W-A-S-D keys and the mouse on desktop. After

completing the task, participants completed a post-study

questionnaire, reproduced in Supplemental Material.

Participants were co-located and could talk freely to each

other. Participants were given 15 min to do the experiment.

On average groups of participants solved seven to eight word-

puzzles out of 11.

This pilot study ran for 1 week at CYENS Centre of

Excellence, Nicosia, Cyprus. Emails were sent to employees of

the research center to participate in the study. A total of nine

groups of three participants were recruited. Participants were not

compensated.

7.5 Discussion and reflection

The pilot study was used to reproduce a past study and to

implement Ubiq-Exp features to run and manage multi-user

experiments. We used the scene management features, logging

system and as a backup video recorded the study in the Unity

editor from a top view of the environment. It was challenging to

schedule the study with groups of three participants and to

manage it in the lab. The experimenter first creates a Ubiq

room from a control computer. Next they set up each

participant, by setting the correct avatar and by joining the

created Ubiq room from the participants’ devices. Then the

experimenter can check the control computer and make sure

all are connected through Ubiq. Participants were each put in

different parts of the environment where they could not see each

other, and the audio connections were muted. Then the

participants were unmuted and their position transformed

into a common room. This worked well in that participants

were not witness to the process of setting up. The experimenter

did have a lot of work to do as they had to manually choose scene,

participants’ avatars and enter participants’ answers in the Unity

editor window on the control computer. Future work should look

more at automating these tasks. For example, performing

training tasks, confirming participants are ready, procedurally

setting the scenes with the right parameters and delegation of

experiment control to timers where possible. We would also

suggest that in-app control panels for the experimenter could be

extended to visualise and evaluate participants’ live data, such as

using heat maps for location and gaze and to get real-time

transcripts of speech.

The results are discussed further in Supplemental Material in

Section C.1.

8 Conclusion

We presented Ubiq-Exp, a set of tools and examples that

extends the Ubiq system to support distributed and remote MR

experiments. Ubiq-Exp features distributed logging, record and

replay, scene and user management, lobby system, avatars, and

questionnaires. We demonstrated Ubiq-Exp with three pilot

experiments that reproduce prior studies. The role of these

experiments is mostly proof of concept of Ubiq-Exp’s features

and its ability to support remote and distributed experiments.

The experiments have mixed scientific results, but each

experiment has helped us refine the tools to enable future

larger scale experiments.

The Ubiq-Exp features that are specific for asynchronous

experiments are now robust: as noted asynchronous

experiments are harder to develop as the applications need

to be self-contained as the experimenter cannot intervene or

shepherd the participant’s actions. This paper does not

explore an asynchronous multi-participant experiment.

Running an experiment in this mode is a target for the

near-term future work. For synchronous experiments,

although we demonstrate some tools to control

participants, we feel that this is an area where there is

much more to do in order to enable experimenters to

behave within the virtual environment as they might in a

face-to-face experiment. For example, instructing participants

differently, controlling their interfaces indirectly to provide

assistance or guidance, and stage-managing the scene in more

complex ways.
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For all experiment types, while logging, and record and

replay are now enabled, future work will develop more in-

scene tools to generate useful statistics (e.g. interpreting eye or

head gaze), and also external tools to analyse the recorded data.

As noted we do provide basic Python/Pandas and MATLAB

scripts to interpret logfiles. We believe that in the future WebXR

will be an important method for delivering remote user studies as

it avoids the need for a participant to install or manually

download applications. Ubiq-Exp currently has a WebXR

export demo with all core features (messaging, VOIP, avatars).

The sample is available publicly but WebXR support is not yet

core. There are various requirements for WebXR development

that go against best practice in other environments (e.g., avoiding

multi-threading) so we must carefully consider how best to

integrate this into the main branch.

Finally, Ubiq-Exp will be available as open source at

https://ubiq.online/publications/ubiq-exp/. All non-

commercial assets for the three experiments will be made

available. For those assets that are licensed (e.g. FinalIK for

avatar animation, but also some graphics and sound assets),

instructions to acquire the relevant assets are online so that

the experiments can be reproduced in their entirety. This will

enable experimenters to direclty reproduce the three studies,

and we hope that this provides an interesting basis to develop

and share novel experiments.
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